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EDI orders in Aleph  
 
 
Overview of the process 
 
EDI (electronic data interchange) for orders is a method of sending orders and cancellations electronically 
to a vendor. Ordering in Aleph is performed in the same manner as ordering via print. When an order is 
sent in Aleph using the "Send" button, the EDI order is sent to the Aleph server. A procedure will run 
nightly to transmit all orders from that day and send them to the appropriate vendor. Units must submit 
the request form below to have this service set up for their order unit.  
 
Requesting this service 
 
To enable EDI ordering for your order unit, submit the following request form: 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/aleph/forms/Request_to_send_EDI_orders.doc 
 
OIS will work with the vendor to establish FTP directories for the order units and vendor accounts for 
which you have requested this service. If you are unsure of whether the vendor accepts EDI orders, 
complete the request form and OIS will contact the vendor. 
 
Configuration in the Aleph client 
 
For the purposes of EDI, additional vendors have been added to the Vendor List in the Acquisitions 
module. You will be advised of which code to use after OIS has received your request form (e.g. 
YANKEE-EDI).  
 
You must add an Order Unit Vendor Record to this vendor. The creation of Order Unit Vendor Records is 
covered in the Acquisitions training guide for Vendors, Budgets, and Invoices located at 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/aleph/docs/train_acqp.pdf 
See sections "Creating Order Unit level Vendor Records" and "Use of the Master Vendor Record/Order 
Unit Vendor Record." See also the Order Unit Vendor Records document at 
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/aleph/docs/order_unit_vendor_records.pdf.  
 
In your Order Unit Vendor Record, ensure that your Account number is in tab 2 "Vendor Info 2": 
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On the same tab (shown above), for both Letter Send Method and List Send Method, select the method 
you would like to use to send claims, (PRINT or E-MAIL). Do NOT select EDI as the Send Method unless 
you have confirmed with OIS that the vendor accepts EDI claims. Your orders will still be sent via EDI 
regardless of the Send Methods selected here. 
 
For Order Delivery, you may choose either Letter or List. (If you have not used the List send method 
before, you should submit a ticket to the Aleph Support Center to have this configured for your unit).  
 
Note: vendors such as Yankee will send an e-mail acknowledgement for every order received. If you 
choose the Letter delivery type, you will receive an e-mail for every order. If you choose the List delivery 
type, you will receive a single e-mail with the acknowledgements for every order in the body of the e-mail. 
When using the List delivery type, the "Send Method" box disappears from the Order Record. 
 
Explanation of the role of the Order Unit Vendor Record in EDI orders 
 
EDI orders you send from an order unit will be mapped to a single account at the vendor. If you need to 
be able to send orders to different accounts at the same vendor, you will need to use different order units. 
If you need to have additional order units set up for your library, submit a ticket to the Aleph Support 
Center.  
 
For example, if you have a RUSH account for monographs at Yankee, in addition to a regular account, 
and you would like to send EDI orders for both accounts, you will need to have two Order Unit Vendor 
Records (and thus two Order Units). The appropriate account number should be placed in each Order 
Unit Vendor Record. For every combination of order unit / account number and vendor, OIS must set up a 
separate configuration. This is the purpose of the request form listed above. (In the example above, keep 
in mind that EDI orders are not sent immediately, but as a nightly batch.) 
 
Creating and Sending EDI orders 
 
EDI orders should be created in the same manner as Print or E-mail orders. The Order Status should be 
set to NEW, and the proper vendor should be selected (e.g. YANKEE-EDI). You should ensure that you 
have entered the ISBN/ISSN in the order record for the binding/edition/volume that you 
wish to order. When you have completed and saved the order record, hit Send.   
 
If you are sending a Letter order (as opposed to List), you will receive a pop-up box informing you that the 
EDI message has been created: 
 

 
 
The order status is automatically changed to SV. OIS runs a nightly process to send all orders from that 
day. 
 
If you are sending a List order, you will receive a pop-up box informing you that the EDI message will be 
produced when the batch service has been run: 
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The order status is automatically changed to RSV (Ready to Send to vendor). At 5:30pm, a batch service 
is run to generate order lists (whether print, e-mail, or EDI), at which time the order status is changed to 
SV. EDI list orders will be sent nightly at the same time as EDI letter orders.  
 
Note: the title bar in the above pop-up reads "Remove Service Error." This should be disregarded. (Ex 
Libris is aware of the misleading label).  
 
Sending claims  
 
Do not send EDI claims unless you have verified with OIS that the vendor can accept them. To claim an 
item that was ordered via EDI, the claim may be sent via print or e-mail by changing the send method in 
the Order Record prior to claiming the piece: 
 

 
 
Invoices for orders sent via EDI 
 
If you normally receive paper invoices from the vendor, you will continue to receive paper invoices. If all of 
the orders on an invoice were sent with the EDI vendor code, use that vendor code when creating the 
invoice. If your invoice contains a mix of orders sent by both print and EDI (e.g. vendors YANKEE and 
YANKEE-EDI), you may use either vendor code to create the invoice. When there is a mismatch between 
the vendor in the order and the vendor on the invoice, you will receive a warning: 
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Select "Continue." You do not need to revise the vendor in the order record. 
 
If you normally receive EDI invoices and there is a mismatch between the vendor on the order and the 
vendor in the invoice, you will see a Warning in the EDI load log: 
 

 
 
No action is necessary. 
 
Note: because Yankee cannot accept EDI claims, it was necessary to create a separate vendor code. For 
other vendors, it may not be necessary to use a separate code. OIS will update this document 
accordingly as EDI ordering/claiming is implemented for additional vendors. For serials, standing orders, 
and orders loaded with the Order Loader, all efforts will be made to minimize the number of vendor 
"mismatches" that may occur. 
 
Questions/Comments 
 
Please submit questions or comments to the Aleph Support Center:  
http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/aleph/forms/f-supp-acq.html 
 
 
Additional Notes on EDI orders to Yankee Book Peddler 
 
Yankee will process EDI orders automatically. Certain exceptions will be routed for manual processing: 
 

• the EDI order number duplicates an order number already on file (e.g. in GOBI) 
• the EDI order contains a "Note to Vendor" 
• the EDI order does not contain an ISBN 

 
Continuation orders should not be placed via EDI. If one is sent, it will be routed to Yankee customer 
service for review. 
 


